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Press release 
 

Logistics: Hardis Group signs a partnership agreement with mobile order-picking 
robot manufacturer Scallog 
 
This new partnership gives the Reflex WMS warehouse management software developer and 
integrator an expended catalog of partner order-picking and preparation automation solutions. 
 
Grenoble, January 19, 2016 – Hardis Group, a digital services company and software publisher, has 
signed a partnership agreement with Scallog, a French firm that has developed a "goods-to-man" 
order-picking automation solution using mobile robots. 
 
Scallog was founded in 2013. The company designs and sells an automated order-picking system. 
Items are stored on shelves that can be customized to reflect the company's needs. Robots then 
travel around the warehouse, following a predefined route, to collect the shelves and transport 
them to pickers located at specially designed workstations. The robots can be deployed on a 
gradual basis, and their routes optimized as required. The solution therefore offers greater 
flexibility and agility than traditional mechanization systems. 
 
When used in combination with Hardis Group's Reflex WMS warehouse management software, 
Scallog's "goods-to-man" system helps to reduce the distance traveled by operators while 
boosting productivity.  
 
"This new partnership with Hardis Group is the latest phase in our growth, and shows that we are 
on the right track with our innovative approach," explained Olivier Rochet, Scallog's founder and 
CEO. "Our shared customers can now enjoy the combined benefits of both solutions, helping them 
optimize their logistics processes." 
 
"Through our partnership with Scallog, our customers now have access to an innovative, flexible 
and efficient order-picking automation solution," added Jean-Yves Costa, Hardis Group Logistics 
Solutions Deputy Director. 

 
 
About Scallog  

Scallog designs and sells a "goods-to-man" solution that automates the order-picking and inventory 
processes at warehouses and distribution platforms. The solution is based on a fleet of robots, which 
transport the shelves containing the relevant items to picking and restocking stations, thereby avoiding the 
need for pickers to move around the warehouse. The technology can be deployed quickly and provides 
instant efficiency and scalability benefits to logistics warehouses. 
Scallog was founded in 2013 by Olivier Rochet and now employs a team of around 15 engineers. The 
company has received several awards, including the innovation award at SITL 2014, and the "Rois de la 
Supply Chain" (Kings of Supply Chain) prize in 2015, along with L’Oréal Paris and BSL (Bretagne Services 
Logistiques).  
www.scallog.com 
 
  

http://www.scallog.com/
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About Hardis Group 

Hardis Group, a digital services company and software publisher, assists its customers in their move to 
digital and omnichannel. The company helps them transform their information systems, their supply chain 
and their customer relationships to create value and increase operational performance. With its dual 
historical positioning, Hardis Group has developed business expertise in the areas of banking, insurance and 
e-health, distribution (CPG and luxury goods), industry and energy, logistics and transport services. This 
expertise now allows it to provide its clients with global responses to their needs, in an agile approach 
characterized by co-construction, innovation and continuous improvement. 
Since its creation in 1984, the company has built its growth on a pragmatic approach and values of 
efficiency and firm commitment both to its 2,500 clients and its 700 employees (25% of whom are also 
shareholders). Hardis Group achieved a turnover of €62.1 million in 2014. The group, whose headquarters 
are in Grenoble, has four other agencies in Lyon, Paris, Lille and Nantes. 
www.hardis-group.com  
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